
Demand for assets



Goals:

I Understand the determinants of asset demand

I Understand how short-term interest rates relate to long-term
rates

I Know how bond and money markets are related

I Evaluate the effects on asset markets of real-world scenarios
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Supply and Demand for Bonds
Discount bond with $1000 face value:
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What shifts supply of bonds



Practice

In groups of 3–4: show using the demand and supply of bonds
what will happen to interest rates and the quantity of loans
(bonds) in each of these scenarios

I The Fed announces that they will increase the rate of inflation

I The US government decides to upgrade all its ships (at a cost
of $1.3 trillion) but does not raise taxes

I Technological advances generate the internet economy and
lead to a huge economic boom in the late 1990s



Increase in expected inflation

I Demand shifts back

I Supply shifts out

I Price of bonds fall

I Interest rate rises

Could get this by simply
thinking about the Fisher
equation:

i = r + πe
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Business cycles and interest rates



Walras’ Law: money and bond markets

Two main ways to storing wealth:
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I Money

Total wealth in the economy: Bs +M s = Bd +Md

If Bs = Bd, then M s =Md

Bond and money markets tell (almost) the same story
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